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Turtle Beach Q4 FY2014 Earnings Call Script 

Turtle Beach Corporation  

4Q FY2014 Prepared Comments 

March 16, 2015 

Turtle Beach is providing a copy of these prepared remarks in combination with its press release to 

provide shareholders and analysts with additional time and detail for analyzing our results in connection 

with our quarterly conference call. As previously scheduled, the conference call was held on March 16, 

2015 and included comments by Turtle Beach’s management team followed by questions and answers. 

To access the broadcast, please visit the Investor Relations section of Turtle Beach’s Website at 

http://investor.turtlebeachcorp.com/events.cfm.  

Anne Rakunas 

Thank you. Good afternoon everyone and welcome to the Turtle Beach Corporation fourth quarter and full 

fiscal 2014 earnings call to discuss the financial results. Before we get started, we will be referring to the 

press release filed today with details of the results which can be downloaded from the investor relations 

page of our website at corp.turtlebeach.com. In addition, we posted a supplemental presentation to 

accompany our remarks which is also available on our IR website. Shortly after we end this call, a 

recording of the call will be available as a replay in the Investor Relations section of the Company's 

website. 

Please be aware that some of the comments made during our call may include forward-looking 

statements. They involve risks and uncertainties regarding our operations and future results that could 

cause Turtle Beach Corporation's results to differ materially from management's current expectations. We 

encourage you to review the Safe Harbor statements contained in today's press release and on our filings 

with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including, without limitation, our, our most recent Form 

10-Q and our other periodic reports, as well as our proxy statement on Schedule 14A filed with the SEC 

on April 24, 2014, which identify specific risk factors that may cause actual results or events to differ 

materially from those described in forward-looking statements. 

We also note this call contains non-GAAP financial information. We are providing that information as a 

supplement to information prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the 

United States, or GAAP. You can find a reconciliation of these metrics to our reported GAAP results in the 

reconciliation table provided in today's earnings release.  

And now, I'll turn the call over to Juergen Stark, the Company's Chief Executive Officer. 

Juergen Stark 

http://investor.turtlebeachcorp.com/events.cfm
http://corp.turtlebeach.com/
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Good afternoon and thanks everyone for joining us on the call today. With me is John Hanson, our Chief 

Financial Officer. As we typically do, I will cover the business highlights and John will cover the financial 

performance and outlook, and then we will open up the call to take your questions.  

Our fourth quarter sales performance was a solid finish to the first year of the new generation gaming 

consoles. Sales rose 7% to $92 million, bringing 2014 sales to $186 million, an increase of 4% over 2013. 

A key goal for the Company in 2014 was to develop and launch a leading line up of products for Xbox 

One and Playstation 4 that would incorporate the innovations and capabilities that gamers love. We did 

that. Our top-line results were driven by demand for our portfolio of next generation headsets, several of 

which were bestselling models at retail during the holidays. We drove growth in the U.S. and in our 

international markets, particularly Europe where we posted double digit gains year over year.  

According to NPD, in the fourth quarter, eight of the top ten console gaming headsets sold at retail in the 

U.S. were from Turtle Beach when measured by dollar share, including three of the top five PlayStation 4 

headsets and four of the top five Xbox One headsets. Of note, many of our most advanced gaming 

headsets featuring leading edge technologies such as DTS:Headphone X Surround sound, Active Noise 

Cancellation and Superhuman hearing™ were our best performing models. Our Stealth 500X which 

retails for $229, was the top-selling headset during the fourth quarter in the premium segment of the 

market which is defined as above $200. We are very proud of the Stealth 500X which was and remains 

the only truly wireless gaming headset for Xbox One. Being the first to fully integrate into the Xbox One 

and doing that well ahead of any competitor was a significant engineering accomplishment. 

The strong performance of our new generation console portfolio helped to offset softening demand for our 

old gen line up as the user base on both Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 declined more rapidly than we or 

the industry initially projected.  This was a major change at the back end of 2014. Old generation console 

sales also dropped off faster than expected. We often use external forecasts for projected console sales 

and those forecasters have significantly reduced their numbers for old generation sales. For example for 

2015, analysts have reduced their projected number of old generation console sales by more than 40%.  

As the dominant share player in old generation headsets, our business is still heavily dependent on old 

gen headsets sales particularly early in the console transition cycle as it takes time for the installed based 

on new gen consoles to grow. It also takes time to build out our product portfolio for the new consoles 

which we’ve done very successfully, under tight timelines and faster than anyone in the industry. While 

we view the rapid migration from old gen to new gen consoles as a long term positive, it impacted 2014 

and will impact 2015 for us given the large share of our business that we do on old gen headsets.  

We were also challenged by the West Coast port slowdown during the fourth quarter. As we discussed 

during our November call, shipments were often held up for more than a week which created launch 

timing and inventory risks. While we were early to identify the potential supply chain disruptions during the 
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holidays and budgeted additional costs as a result, we were forced to expedite more shipments in late 

November and December than we planned to ensure on-time deliveries during our most important selling 

weeks of the year.  

In addition to incremental shipping costs, which totaled approximately $1.5 million, we also wrote off 

approximately $1.5 million in some legacy contracts.  

Looking at our fourth quarter operating performance in more detail, it was a good holiday for the gaming 

headset market after a challenging first ten months where the market was roughly flat as we’ve discussed 

during prior calls. While industry growth accelerated during the fourth quarter, a portion of the growth, 

particularly in the $50 to $100 price band where the majority of volume is concentrated, was driven by 

steep discounting from a number of brands including brands we believe were heavily overstocked due to 

slower sales during the year. 

As we said last quarter, we chose not to respond to heavy promoting and chase unprofitable and brand 

dilutive sales. While this decision impacted near-term results, we believe it helps strengthen Turtle 

Beach’s position as an industry leader within the gaming community where we believe positive word of 

mouth is critical to driving success over the long-term.  We ended 2014 with a leading 46% dollar market 

share in console gaming headsets in the U.S.  

We were pleased to see an uptick in headset attach rates for the new gen consoles at the end of the year 

which are now tracking more closely to our expectations. We believe this bodes well for the future and 

reinforces our belief that the console transition will fuel accelerated growth in our business over the long-

term.  

Moving to our international markets, we had a very good fourth quarter in Europe highlighted by strong 

gains in several key countries. We have seen great response to our new generation headsets which have 

helped grow our market share in underpenetrated countries like Germany and France while also allowing 

us to maintain our 50+% share in the U.K.  

Another major milestone was the establishment of distribution in China, where we were the first and only 

third party console headset brand on shelves when Microsoft launched Xbox One in China in late 

September. Like any new market, this opportunity will take time to develop and we’ll need multiplayer 

games to launch in China before we can properly gauge our near-term prospects. We expected our focus 

on, and the resources we apply to China, will become more significant once we see consoles selling well 

and multi-player online gaming become popular. We expect that to happen slowly during the course of 

this year. 
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This year was also about growing our PC business, especially overseas in Germany and the Nordics 

where PC gaming is very popular. I am pleased to report that our PC business was up versus last year 

fueled by our expanded portfolio and successful marketing efforts.  

Another initiative aimed at growing our share in the PC gaming space is the introduction of Turtle Beach 

branded gaming keyboards, mice, and gaming mouse pads through a licensing agreement with NGS, our 

long-time distribution partner in Europe. These products launched at retail in the Nordics and Germany 

during the fourth quarter and will be available online in the U.S. and U.K. next month. 

Turning to Hypersound, we’ve spent the past year preparing for the successful commercialization of this 

unique technology. We continue to be very pleased with that acquisition and the growth prospects we 

expect it to bring to the company. We achieved our first major milestone with the deployment of 

HyperSound’s virtual reality audio solution in nearly 1,000 Activision Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare 

kiosks at Best Buy during the fourth quarter. The feedback from Best Buy and consumers on this new 

form of retail display, which creates three dimensional audio in a beam in front of the display has been 

very positive. We are continuing to explore similar opportunities with other major brands and retailers both 

in the U.S. and overseas. 

As we plan 2015, our top priority for HyperSound is successfully executing the launch of a living room 

audio product that uses the benefits of HyperSound technology to enable people with hearing loss to 

better understand and enjoy TV, music, and other media. We call the product HyperSound Clarity™. 

Under the leadership of Rodney Schutt, who joined us in October from Widex, a leading hearing aid 

company, we have made great strides on all fronts towards this goal.  

On the product side, we are now past the working beta product stage and are in the process of 

establishing a full supply chain including the mass production of the HyperSound system and all its 

components. Mass production of the ultrasound emitter used in HyperSound’s healthcare product has 

never been done before. That will be another first for our company.  

On the channel front, Rodney and team have been working with major prospective channel partners. We 

are working through all of the details on preference trials, distribution strategy, and launch plans. We’ve 

had the first few audiology offices show HyperSound Clarity™ to their patients. We believe the response 

has been very positive. More real-office demonstrations will be conducted over the next few months and 

will help us estimate revenues and supply requirements.  

The other area of progress with respect to HyperSound business is on the team front. We’ve hired 4 

additional hearing aid industry veterans to lead our sales and clinical efforts. Continuing to build a great 

team ahead of and for the product launch will be a key focus area over the next few quarters. 
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Looking ahead, we remain bullish on the long-term prospects for Turtle Beach in the gaming headset 

market. We are excited to start the year with the broadest and most feature-rich portfolio of next 

generation headsets for both Xbox One and PlayStation4. Later this year we plan to selectively expand 

our product offering with additional new gen headsets that further enhance the gaming experience and 

advance our position as the leading innovator in the industry.  

While we expect our overall topline results this year to continue to be influenced by the decline of old 

generation headset revenues relative to the rise of new generation headset revenues, we expect that 

balance to become more favorable in 2016 and beyond as the installed base of new consoles exceeds 

the installed base of old consoles. So our top priority continues to be ensuring that our portfolio for new 

generation consoles is comprehensive, industry leading, and well thought of by consumers. Let me give 

you a better idea of the market dynamics we are operating under. In 2015, we are projecting our new gen 

console product portfolio revenues to grow over 20% which comes on top of the large initial sell-in of the 

line last year. A great indication of our brand strength. If our old gen business remained flat year-over-

year, we would project our total headset business to be growing at over 15% as an indication of why we 

believe we will see stronger growth in the coming years as the impact of the old gen decline goes away.  

On the international front, we have a solid plan in place to steadily and profitably build share. In Europe, 

we start the new year with solid momentum in each of our key markets. Our new product lineup featuring 

some of the most advanced console and PC gaming headsets ever and our new lined up of PC 

accessories will help us achieve these objectives.. That said, we do expect a negative impact from the 

strong dollar and weak Euro both on top-line revenues and on gross margins in 2015 particularly from our 

European sales.  

In addition to a great product portfolio, we have an explicit goal to improve operating efficiency and 

manage expenses to produce higher net margins on our headset business and enhance overall 

profitability. These include 3 major items: 

 1. Transitioning from a China-only manufacturing partner to a large, new manufacturing partner 

with a global footprint to lower costs. This process actually began in 2014 and included some 

initial startup costs with our new supplier as well as wind down costs with our previous partner 

which John will outline in his section. We’ll start to see the benefit from this change late this year 

but the real contribution to margins will begin in earnest in 2016.   

 2. Diligently managing spend in the headset business. Our OpEx as a % of revenues is very lean. 

The manufacturing transition will add some incremental costs on a one-time basis and we may 

modify some distribution agreements to take over regional marketing but we expect to continue to 

run lean with only modest increase in overall OpEx. 
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 3. Prioritizing margins over market share gains. Our goal is to maintain a dominant share position 

but we will be more selective on pursuing sales that don’t meet our margin requirements and 

putting more focus on ensuring that our marketing spend, including on partnerships and trade 

shows, is highly productive in driving revenues. 

With respect to the HyperSound business, as I mentioned our core focus is on the successful launch of 

the HyperSound Clarity™ product for people with hearing loss. That launch will create a new type of 

product for the roughly 48 million people in the US and 350 million people worldwide with hearing loss. 

We are very pleased with the progress and are on track to launch that product late this year with an early 

Q4 target timeframe. Our focus is on creating a large, new product category that builds into a significant 

business for our company over time. So we will launch the product when all of the pieces…channel, 

partners, product, and manufacturing…are ready to our satisfaction. To support these efforts we will be 

carefully expanding staff and resources for the HyperSound business over the coming quarters with a 

target to end the year with no more than $9m of net investment for 2015. I will continue to report on the 

exciting progress of HyperSound in the coming quarters. 

 

I’ll now turn the call over to John. 

 

John Hanson 

Thanks Juergen.  

In my presentation I will be discussing the combined results for the fourth quarter and full year 2014. It is 

important to note that results for the year-ago period represent Turtle Beach headset business on a 

standalone basis. 

Now starting with the top-line, net revenue in the fourth quarter of 2014 totaled $92.3 million, an increase 

of 7.1% over revenue of $86.1 million in the fourth quarter of 2013. The increase in revenue was driven 

by strength in our Xbox One and Playstation®4 compatible, or next generation headsets, partially offset 

by a decline in sales of certain older generation headsets as the user base for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 

3 has fallen off faster than we or the industry had projected. 

For the full year, revenue increased 4.3% to $186.2 million, compared with $178.5 million last year. The 

sales increase was driven by our next generation headset portfolio in the US and the expansion of our 

international headset business, especially in the UK and Europe, partially offset by the aforementioned 

decline in demand for old gen headsets. 

Gross profit for the fourth quarter was $25.8 million, compared to $26.7 million in the same period in 

2013. The gross margin percentage decreased 300 basis points to 28.0% in the fourth quarter compared 
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with the same period a year ago, primarily due to $1.5 million in higher shipping costs associated with the 

West Coast Port issue and a write off of $1.5 million for legacy contracts.  

For the full year, gross profit was $50.7 million, essentially flat with 2013. Gross margin for 2014 was 

27.2% compared to 28.2% in the prior year. Excluding $2.5 million in extra costs associated with the 

Microsoft Xbox One chat adapter and $1.5 million in incremental air freight costs associated with the 

West Coast port issues, and the $1.5 million legacy contract write-off, our gross margins would have been 

just over 30% for the year. 

As Juergen mentioned, during 2014 we embarked on several initiatives aimed at improving manufacturing 

efficiency and operational execution with the objective of increasing net margins in the headset business. 

This included bringing on a new product refurbishing partner in the U.S. and the beginning of the 

transition to a new, larger and global manufacturing partner.  These actions will contribute positively to 

profitability in the future, however, we spent roughly one half million dollars in 2014 and expect to spend a 

similar amount in first half of 2015 to support these transitions  

Operating expenses in Q4 were $18.6 million for the fourth quarter compared to $15.7 million in the same 

period in 2013. Excluding restructuring charges and business transaction costs, operating expenses 

increased 26.1% to $17.9 million, due primarily to additional costs associated with being a public 

company including additional headcount and higher stock-based compensation costs and investments of 

over $3 million in personnel and product development to support future growth of the HyperSound 

technology.  

For the year, operating expenses were $64.5 million compared to $48.7 million in 2013. Excluding 

restructuring charges and business transaction costs, operating expense increased to $60.0 million, 

compared to $44.9 million in the same period a year ago. The increase was driven by approximately $10 

million of investment in HyperSound, over $3 million in additional public company costs, higher stock 

compensation expense and higher depreciation, partly offset by reduced marketing expenses. 

Adjusted EBITDA in Q4 2014 was $10.4 million for the combined business as compared to $15.5 million 

for the headset business on a standalone basis in 2013. The Adjusted EBITDA decrease was due to 

investment in HyperSound, higher public company costs, and incremental shipping costs. The headset 

business delivered adjusted EBITDA of $13.5 million for the quarter.  

For the full year, adjusted EBITDA on a consolidated basis totaled $2.0 million, compared to $13.9 million 

for the headset business on a standalone basis in 2013. The year over year Adjusted EBITDA decline 

was driven by the planned roughly $10.0 million investment in HyperSound, $1.5 million in the 

extraordinary air freight expenses  detailed earlier, over $3 million in public company costs, and $2.5 

million related to the logistics costs related to the Microsoft Xbox One Headset Chat Adapter in the first 
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quarter of 2014.. This was offset by organic growth in our headsets and improvement in our headset 

margins. 

Adjusted EBITDA for the headset business was approximately $12 million in 2014 reflecting an adjusted 

EBITDA margin of roughly 6.5% including several unusual expenses related to the Xbox One chat 

adapter logistics and port issues.  

There were approximately 42 million total shares issued and outstanding as of December 31, 2014. 

Please note that we provided a reconciliation of GAAP reported results to adjusted EBITDA in the 

accompanying tables at the end of the press release we issued today. 

Now, turning to the balance sheet as of December 31, 2014, cash and availability under the revolving 

credit facility totaled $22.9 million. Outstanding debt, defined as the revolving credit facility, term loan and 

subordinated notes decreased 17.8% or $9.7 million to $44.6 million from $54.2 million at December 31, 

2013. The reduction in debt was driven by lower inventory levels consistent with our plans to improve 

asset utilization. 

Total inventory as of December 31, 2014 decreased 23.0% to $38.2 million from the end of last year, as a 

result of our inventory reduction initiatives. Accounts receivable increased $12.5 million to $61.1 million 

while accounts payable decreased $8.5 million at December 31, 2014 compared to the same period in 

2013.  

During the year, we made significant progress improving our capital structure, culminating with our 

announcement in December that we replaced our subordinated debt utilizing lower interest borrowings 

from our global ABL with Bank of America. The final piece to our balance sheet liquidity improvement 

initiative is securing roughly $15 million of long-term debt which is in process and expected to be 

completed in the near future. Based on current information, we expect interest expense in total, inclusive 

of the pending deal, to be approximately $3.6 million in 2015, compared to $7.2 million in 2014.  

Now turning to our outlook.  

For 2015, we are projecting headset revenues to be approximately flat compared to 2014. This projection 

is highly dependent on our projected  rate of decline of old gen headsets vs. the rate of growth on new 

gen, how our market share evolves this year on new gen console headsets, and a potential negative 

impact of the strong US currency. Recall that over 35% of our business is international. Given these 

dynamics, headset revenues could be somewhat lower or higher than 2014. Keep in mind that even after 

Q1, we will have roughly 90% of our year pending from a revenue standpoint.  While we will obviously 

aspire to drive growth, our top priority is to improve profitability. With the efforts that Juergen mentioned, 

we expect gross margins to increase to the low 30s and will seek to manage our operating expenses to 
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significantly improve EBITDA margins on headsets from approximately 6.5% to between 8-9% even on 

flat revenues. 

With regard to HyperSound, based on the projected Q4 launch of HyperSound Clarity, we are forecasting 

a few months of revenue contribution from that product. As Juergen mentioned, the priority is on 

executing a successful launch which would be evidenced by a rapidly growing business. As a result, 

including the commercial Hypersound business, we would expect single digit millions in HyperSound 

revenues this year. Our gross margin target for HyperSound remains 50% or better. Note that we will be 

increasing resources for HyperSound in preparation for the launch as we progress through the year but 

intend to manage the spend to have a net investment of no more than $9 million at an adjusted EBITDA 

level. 

For the first quarter, we expect net revenue for our headset business to be in the range of $18 million to 

$20 million, which represents approximately 10% to 12% of our projected annual revenue. This is 

consistent with our historical results excluding last year when the first quarter was abnormally strong 

given the initial launch of our Xbox One headsets.  

Gross margin for the first quarter is expected to be in the range of 26% to 28%, which is down year over 

year as the result of fixed cost deleverage on lower revenues but is in line with an average gross margin 

for the year in the low 30s. Given fixed cost leverage in operations, lower quarters typically average lower 

gross margin and Q4 typically generates a much higher gross margin to bring the average in line. 

Net loss for the first quarter is projected to be between ($7.5) million and ($9.5) million and adjusted 

EBITDA is expected to be between a loss of ($7.0) million to ($9.0) million.  

Looking further out, we do anticipate quarterly revenue results on a year over year basis to improve 

starting in the second quarter as revenues revert back to a more normalized quarterly breakdown. We 

typically generate between 10 to 14% of annual revenues in the second quarter. This will drive improved 

adjusted EBITDA for headsets, partially offset by $1 to $2 million in planned HyperSound investment.  

And now I’ll turn it back to Juergen for some closing comments. 

 

Juergen Stark 

Thanks John. 

Let me end by summarizing our key goals for this year: 

1) Continue to lead in product portfolio…breadth and innovation…for new generation consoles. 
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2) Improve margins and profitability of our headset business including cost reductions in our old 

generation console headset business. 

3) Successfully launch HyperSound Clarity product. 

Despite the fact that the console transition has taken longer to turn into a net positive, we remain 

confident that the success of the new consoles will be a strong catalyst for sales and earnings growth in 

the coming years.  

At the same time, HyperSound represents a very compelling growth vehicle that will provide the company 

with a higher margin revenue stream as it ramps up following the launch of our healthcare product later 

this year.  

We start 2015 in a solid financial position thanks to the work we did last year to strengthen our balance 

sheet and improve liquidity. This has provided us the flexibility to execute on our growth plans which we 

believe will generate significant value to our shareholders.  

I would like to thank the fantastic team at Turtle Beach for successfully managing through the first year of 

the new generation consoles with a continued strong industry leadership position while fully integrating 

the new HyperSound business and advancing that business in preparation for the exciting launch later 

this year.   

Operator, we are now ready to take questions.  

Forward-Looking Statements 

These remarks include forward-looking information and statements within the meaning of the federal 
securities laws. Except for historical information contained in this release, statements in this release may 
constitute forward-looking statements regarding assumptions, projections, expectations, targets, 
intentions or beliefs about future events. Forward looking statements are based on management’s 
statements containing the words “may”, “could”, “would”, “should”, “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “plan”, 
“estimate”, “target”, “project”, “intend” and similar expressions constitute forward-looking statements. 
Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which could cause 
actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. Forward-looking 
statements are based on management’s current belief, as well as assumptions made by, and information 
currently available to, management. 

While the Company believes that its expectations are based upon reasonable assumptions, there can be 
no assurances that its goals and strategy will be realized. Numerous factors, including risks and 
uncertainties, may affect actual results and may cause results to differ materially from those expressed in 
forward-looking statements made by the Company or on its behalf. Some of these factors include, but are 
not limited to, the substantial uncertainties inherent in acceptance of existing and future products, the 
difficulty of commercializing and protecting new technology, the impact of competitive products and 
pricing, general business and economic conditions, risks associated with the expansion of our business 
including the implementation of any businesses we acquire, our indebtedness, and other factors 
discussed in our public filings, including the risk factors included in the Company’s Prospectus 
Supplement filed with the SEC on April 24, 2014,  the Company’s Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A filed 
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in connection with our recent merger and the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. Except as 
required by applicable law, including the securities laws of the United States and the rules and regulations 
of the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Company any is under no obligation to publicly update 
or revise any forward-looking statement after the date of this release whether as a result of new 
information, future developments or otherwise. 

 
Key Performance Indicators and Non-GAAP Measures 

Management routinely reviews key performance indicators including revenue, operating income and 
margins, earnings per share, among others. In addition, we consider other certain measures to be useful 
to management and investors evaluating our operating performance for the periods presented, and 
believe these additional measures provide a tool for evaluating our ongoing operations, liquidity and 
management of assets. These metrics, however, are not measures of financial performance under 
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP”) and should not be 
considered a substitute for net income (loss) or other consolidated income statement data as determined 
in accordance with GAAP. These other measures may not be comparable to similarly titled measures 
employed by other companies. We consider the following non-GAAP measure, which may not be 
comparable to similarly titled measures reported by other companies, to be key performance indicators: 

Adjusted EBITDA 

“Adjusted EBITDA” is defined as net income (loss) before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization, 
stock-based compensation (non-cash), non-cash amortization of payments to founders and certain 
business transaction expenses. Management adjusts net income (loss) for business transaction costs 
because it believes that such items are not representative of core operations. We believe Adjusted 
EBITDA provides useful information to investors about us and our financial condition and results of 
operations for the following reasons: (i) it is one of the measures used by our board of directors and 
management team to evaluate our operating performance; (ii) it is one of the measures used by our 
management team to make day-to-day operating decisions; (iii) the adjustments made in our calculation 
of Adjusted EBITDA (business transaction costs, payments to our founders, and stock-based 
compensation) are often viewed as either non-recurring or not reflective of ongoing financial performance 
or have no cash impact on operations; and (iv) it is used by securities analysts, investors and other 
interested parties as a common operating performance measure to compare results across companies in 
our industry by backing out potential differences caused by variations in capital structures (affecting 
relative interest expense), and the age and book value of facilities and equipment (affecting relative 
depreciation expense). 

Adjusted EBITDA has limitations as an analytical tool, and when assessing our operating performance, it 
should not consider Adjusted EBITDA in isolation or as a substitute for net income (loss) or other 
consolidated income statement data. Some of these limitations include, but are not limited to: 

• Adjusted EBITDA does not reflect changes in, or cash requirements for, our working capital needs; 

• Adjusted EBITDA does not reflect interest expense, or the cash requirements necessary to service 
interest or principal payments, on our debt; 

• Adjusted EBITDA does not reflect income taxes or the cash requirements for any tax payments; and 

• Other companies may calculate Adjusted EBITDA differently than we do, limiting its usefulness as a 
comparative measure. 

  


